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THE PROJECT

The original concept for this project was to do a detailed geological examination of 
the area in the immediate vicinity of the old shaft sunk on what is known as the 
Glanmire lead showing in Tudor township. Ontario. The plan was to attempt to 
trace the old showing along strike to see if any continuity could be established and 
to examine the geological relationships of the vein with its enclosing rocks and 
especially in reference to its relationship with the nearby underlying clastic contact 
to which many of the lead showings in the area are spatially related. This work 
was carried out and is described in this report

Early in the project, however, it became apparent that there was no lead visible or 
even chemically detectable at Glanmire. An old shaft, now caved in. was found 
and some white to light brown carbonate vein material was found on the shaft 
dump but no galena (PbS) was found. In addition, none of the small veins which 
were found during the mapping of the immediate Glanmire area showed any 
visible galena. The economic potential of restricting the work to the Glanmire 
showing was therefore no longer attractive and it was decided to broaden the 
scope of the original project to include an examination of most of the other lead 
showings in the area to see if they might have better economic potential. 
Numerous other locations are identified on the Tudor, Limerick and Madoc 
townships geological maps and a number were visited and examined. These 
locations are also described in subsequent sections of this report.

Finally, two relatively new techniques were tried out In the performance of the 
above work. A Global Positioning Receiver (GPS) was tried during the mapping in 
the Glanmire location to provide positioning information in lieu of cutting a 
standard picket line grid. Also a metal specific portable chemical kit was 
assembled and used to test for lead in several of the above described locations as 
a possibly quicker and cheaper alternative procedure to gathering samples and 
shipping them to a laboratory for analysis. Both of these experiments are also 
described herein.



THEORY

The consistent stratigraphic location within the Tudor basin of lead showings lying 
just above the clastic basal units and within the lower part of the marble units 
suggests the possibility of lead enrichment on an extensive basis. The calcite vein 
occurrences were probably only marginally economic at the time of their 
exploitation and are less than that now. But their importance may be as a 
pathfinder to larger lower grade deposits of lead. They may represent loci of 
dilation into which lead and carbonate contained in the enclosing calc schists 
migrated under reduced pressure and recrystallized. The fact that no such low 
grade disseminations of lead have been observed (or at least reported) in the area 
is not surprising because the calc schists are so dark and fine grained that 
observing the presence of finely divided galena (lead sulphide) would be almost 
impossible. This pathfinder method has been found to be useful in the case of a 
number of producing gold deposits in northern Ontario where uneconomically 
small high grade gold occurrences were the earliest indicators.

To test the above idea it was planned to study a number of the known showings in 
the Tudor basin and, in particular, the Glanmire lead showing as a test location. 
Included in the plan was detailed prospecting and mapping of the Glanmire area 
and assaying in the area of the veins to see if enhanced lead content in the vein 
area is present and detectable. Considenng the large number of assays that might 
have to be taken in an expanded program to test the whole Tudor basin for lead 
rich areas, and also in an attempt to develop a low budget prospecting approach 
to this kind of testing, a field portable lead (Pb) specific geochemical kit was 
assembled and used as a secondary project. This met with only partial success 
but, in any case, is described below.



GLANMIRE 

Location and Title

The Glanmire lead showing appears on map 2168 which accompanies Geological 
Report 67." Geology of Limerick and Tudor Townships", a 1969 report by S.B. 
Lumbers. The showing is located in lot 29. concession 14. Tudor township in 
southeastern Ontario.

The old shaft is located in a dump of trees on a well kept country property owned 
by Joe Wells of Unionville. Ontario. Mr Wells owns the surface rights to several 
lots in the immediate area and also the mineral rights to some of them. He does 
not own mineral rights to lot 29 on which the shaft is located. An accompanying 
claim map shows the title relationships.

The author staked three claims to cover the south half of lot 29. con. 15 and the 
north halves of lots 29 and 28. con. 14, all in Tudor township, to ensure the 
availability of title to the mineral rights white the exploration was going on but the 
claims were not recorded

The well kept nature of the Wells property presents quite a surprise (and a 
problem) to people engaged in prospecting activities. The access route to the 
property along the old Hastings road and the Glanmire Lake access road, which 
runs off it and through the Wells property, pass through the typical rolling 
hardwood bush back country In which most prospecting Is done. The Wells 
property consists of upwards of 80 acres of cleared and well kept fields, fences 
and buildings and is maintained as a vacation retreat Mr. Wells, white co 
operative to the necessary degree, was understandably not enthusiastic about the 
idea of picket lines in his fields and trenches across his gardens, not having much 
interest in the activities of prospectors. K was partly for this reason that an 
"environmentally friendly" approach was taken to exploring the immediate 
Glanmire property. Picket lines were not established and outcrop mapping and 
sampling were done as much as possible when he was not on the property.

Access

Access to the general area in which the program was carried out is obtained via 
that part of Highway 62 which runs from Bancroft in the north to Madoc in the 
south and secondary roads off it. The Glanmire property is reached via Highway 
62 to Millbridge and then via the Old Hastings road northwesterly to the Glanmire 
Lake road cut-off. The latter passes through the Wells property described above. 
Millbridge is about 30 miles from Bancroft and the property is another 6 miles from 
Millbridge.
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Geology

The Tudor-Madoc-Lake carbonate sedimentary basin occupies most of southern 
Tudor township, southeastern Lake township and much of northern Madoc 
township in southeastern Ontario. The basin is generally characterized by 
Proterozoic fine to coarse grained marble and dark calcareous schists consisting 
of phlogopite and tremolite marble in the upper part and clastic components 
such as felsic metagreywacke and meta-arkose and metaconglomerate in the 
lower part. Underlying the basin are volcanics of various compositions and 
cutting all the above are mafic intrusives of gabbroic, peridotite and pyroxenite 
composition and granite to syenite intrusions.

Numerous lead showings are located within the marbles and calc schists of the 
basin. All those examined in 1992 consist of galena occurrences in carbonate 
veins. They appear to be preferentially located near the base of the upper basin 
marble units close to the underlying clastic units. A number of them have 
produced lead ore and tt is the author's understanding that there was once a lead 
smelter in Bannockburn in Madoc township.

The Glanmire shaft appears on map 2168 to be located in a satellite basin to the 
northwest of the main basin. It is shown as lying within fine grained tremolite 
marble not far above a clastic unit and appears to be in the same geologic setting 
stratigraphically as the lead showings in the main part of the basin. The satellite 
basin is separated from the main Tudor basin by two intrusives, the Tudor Gabbro 
and the Glanmire Lake granite complex.

The Showing

No outcrop is visible at the shaft location, the evidence for tt being a shallow 
depression infilled with old timbers and planking and badly overgrown. A small 
dump adjoining tt is largely grown over but broken rock fragments can be dug 
from tt. Those seen are mainly the "dark calc schist" described in Vennor's report 
on the area. The odd piece of white to pink or buff carbonate rock can be seen and 
is probably from the vein on which the shaft was sunk. Several examinations of 
the dump failed to discover any galena. Nor did field tests using the lead 
geochemical ktt (described herein) detect lead. Lead was seen by Lumbers, 
however, and by H.G. Vennor in 1870. tt is concluded that whatever lead was 
present must have been spotty and irregular in distribution within the vein.



Vennor, who visited the showing circa 1870 reports the vein to have been up to 2 
feet in width with a strike of N 5 degrees E (magnetic) or O degrees azimuth and a 
vertical dip. tt slightly crosscut the strike of the local country rock which had a 
strike of 355 degrees azimuth. It was explored to a depth of 42 feet. Most of the 
lead had apparently come from shallow depth with "scarcely any" being visible at 
the bottom of the shaft (25 feet) at the time of Verifier's visit.

Lumbers (1969) reports finding "a few fine to medium-grained galena and pyrite 
crystals" in the vein material as well as some barite crystals.

Control

To minimize unsightiiness and damage to the surface rights at Glanmire a OPS 
(Global Positioning System) receiver system was rented. The unit used was a 
Magellan 5000, a small hand held unit about the size of a large walkie-talkie which 
is capable of receiving signals from US military satellites and. through integration, 
providing the latitude and longitude at the receiver position. Different modes of 
operation are available depending on the degree of accuracy required, the trade 
off being the time required to obtain a "fix". A differential mode using two 
receivers, one at a fixed base station and the other portable provides the best 
accuracy according to the literature provided. "Sub meter" accuracy is claimed for 
this mode. The intended use of the instrument was to eliminate picket lines and 
blazing of trees. An outcrop could be found, a reading taken for its location, and Hs 
position could be mapped without reference to the nearest picket on a grid.

In use it was found that the single instrument rented by the author did not provide 
sufficient accuracy for detailed mapping. Locations could be fixed to within 50 to 
100 ft on average. Fortunately much of the immediate Glanmire property was 
irregular shaped fields separated by bush. The technique of using air photos with 
the GPS instrument being used simply to determine what part of which field we 
were mapping or prospecting in was quite successful. In addition, the cost of 
instrument rental vs that of a picket line grid system was extremely favourable.

If the author uses GPS equipment for other projects he will try the two instrument 
method, tt was surprising to team that the US military purposely denigrates its 
satellite signals so that they cannot be used by others without special processing. 
Otherwise the single unit system used here would probably be acceptably 
accurate.



Geochemical Test Kit

Because of the high cost to a prospector of assaying hundreds or possibly 
thousands of samples in an ambitious program such as that described in this 
report it was decided to try to find or assemble a test kit capable of being used in 
the field and able to give qualitative or even, hopefully, semi-quantitative results 
from metal specific tests for lead. It was found that professor J. Van Loon at 
University of Toronto is co-author of a new book on this subject and through his 
office a pre-publication copy of pages describing lead and zinc tests was 
obtained. A copy of those pages appears appendixed to this report. Previous 
attempts to develop low cost field kits for Total Heavy Metals (THM) were only 
partly successful due in part to rapid oxidation of some c f the components (eg. 
Dithizone) and metal specific kits were rare and untrustworthy for the most part tt 
was hoped that progress had been made over the past 15 years.

A lead kit was assembled (with difficulty) using the components called for by Or. 
Van Loon et al. Obtaining some of the chemicals was difficult and costly. Fisher 
Scientific and BDH of Canada who supply these materials to laboratories will not 
deal with the public directly (out of fear of illegally supplying narcotic dealers 
according to Fisher!) and both use one agent in the Toronto area. He is difficult to 
find and expensive. My kit was assembled with the help of Dr. Bob Johnston at 
Lakefield Research but even they do not stock the components and have difficulty 
obtaining them.

In use, a buffer solution is added to finely divided sample material, a reagent is 
added (sodium rhodizonate) and a color change to red-violet on the sample 
surface indicates the presence of lead. More treatment is required if Barium or 
Strontium are present.

The difficulty in use with soils is that the sample is often already brown or 
brownish red and the color change is not detectable. The dark calcareous schists 
in the Tudor basin are difficult to test on outcrop for the same reason. The color 
change is difficult to see. tt works well with light coloured vein material but galena 
can usually be seen in that kind of material anyway. Various techniques such as 
prior panning to produce a heavy concentrate for testing and prior sifting to 
remove red-brown non mineral components were only partly effective. The 
method finally employed involved observing any change in the buffer solution 
itself to red-violet but 'rt was not felt that this was totally reliable.

The results of these tests at different properties are described in this report but are 
not considered reliably diagnostic of the presence or absence of lead. The author 
intends to continue experimenting with the method to try and find a workable and 
reliable technique



1992 Work

Prospecting was done in the Glanmire area, both in the immediate shaft area and 
also through other parts of Tudor and Limerick townships. Many of the bush 
access roads were investigated and traverses through much of the sedimentary 
rock areas especially north and south (along strike) from the Glanmire shaft were 
done. In places gossans were found, especially south of Limerick Lake and west 
of Hwy 62 but they appear to be caused entirely by pyrite and pyrrhotite and no 
galena (lead) or sphalerite (zinc) was seen. Several quartz veins and large 
boulders were discovered but all appear to be barren of sulphides. One vein, more 
than two feet wide, was found striking north south and outcropping out of a 
swamp, lying within a quarter mile of the Wells house at Glanmire. Again, it is 
glassy with no sulphides and appears to be barren. Samples of some of these 
veins were collected but gave only Tr or Nil on assay. It may be coincidental but 
both this vein and a large bull quartz boulder beside the Hastings Road to the 
south of Glanmire are about on strike with the Glanmire vein, one lying north and 
the other south of it.

Mapping was done in the more immediate Glanmire shaft area and the results are 
shown on two acompanying map sheets. The outcrops consisted of dark fine to 
medium grained marble with an included ferromagnesian mineral which is 
probably tremolite. In places the outcrops are massive and smooth but elsewhere 
have high weathering lighter coloured banding which is usually brown to pink and 
more pure marble In composition. Occasionally a band of clastic such as meta- 
arkose is found, suggesting the nearby presence of the lower clastic units of the 
basin. From these banded outcrops strikes and dips of the outcrops were 
obtained. A schistosity is almost always visible and usually at an angle to the 
banding, the schistosity direction being much more uniform than the bedding 
which shows, in places, strong folding. The strongest folding observed lies north 
of the shaft just behind the Wells house where it would be just east of the reported 
strike of the Glanmire vein. There, folding to the point of crenulation is seen with 
small plunging folds and much light marble infilling in the dilatant fold noses. 
These bands weather high also. Some quartz is found as core material in these 
marble veins but no galena was seen. One discrete cube of pyrite was found in a 
vein near the well in front of the house.

It is possible that the Glanmire vein is located in this same zone of dilation 
observable behind Wells' house but lack of outcrop in the shaft area makes this 
difficult to document If this is the case, fold axes may be good places to locate 
these veins. The mapping done extended somewhat beyond the area shown on 
the maps, especially to the east toward the Glanmire intrusive complex. A few 
hundred feet off the map sheets the granite/granodiorite was found and followed 
for 1/2 mile or so. No mineralized showings were discovered.



Geochemical testing of the soils at Glanmire consisted of the use of the field kit as 
described elsewhere and the testing of humus and mineral material either at 
sample locations or later at camp. The maps show test sites and results. As 
stated, the results of this work were not entirely satisfactory because the colour 
changes were difficult to determine. Also the procedure was very time consuming. 
Alternate procedures such as prior panning, screening and washing were also 
tried but were still not satisfactory. The procedure needs more experimentation. 
Geochemical tests were also done at many of the other sites visited and described 
below. Those results are also shown on the individual maps along with assay 
results where obtained.

OTHER SHOWINGS 

General

A number of other occurrences were visited and prospected in the Glanmire area. 
Some of these were showings reported on by Lumbers in 1969 and seen in 1961 
and 1962. As may be expected thirty years later many of them were not exposed 
or, at least could not be found. The purpose of these visits was to get an idea of 
the type of occurrence, how they fit into the general theory (see above) and to 
sample the host rocks away from the vein for lead content A brief description of 
each follows.

1. William Ramsev Occurrence. Tudor TWP.

This occurrence is No. 25 on Map 2168 and is located in lots 11 and 12 in the 
wedge between Hwy 62 and the Millbrook cut-off. Lumbers reports seeing a 
calcite vein and two quartz-calcite veins at this location exposed by pits and 
trenches. Galena and sphalerite were present but rare. Tourmaline, pyrite and 
chalcopyrite were more common.

This location was visited three times by the author and assistants. Only one of the 
quartz-calcite veins was found, poorly exposed by shallow pits. The larger calcite 
vein could not be located. Considerable tourmaline was present in the quartz and 
a few pyrite crystals but no galena was seen. Tremolitic marble and a fine grained 
dark grey quartz arenite are exposed. This occurrence lies at the base of the 
basin's marble sequence at the top of the elastics and strikes nearly at right 
angles to the schistosity.

Geochemical field testing of soil samples for lead were taken and showed two 
questionable positive reactions out of 22 samples of brown sandy soil. Assaying 
showed a high of 46 ppm Pb at the vein decreasing uniformly to 5 ppm 75 ft. to 
the southwest, (see sketch).



2. Highway 62.0.8 Occurrence. Tudor Twp.

This location is so named because it lies 0.8 km north of the Hwy 62/Hastings 
Road intersection. No vein is exposed here but a geochemical line was run from 
the highway southwesterly to test the area east of the William Ramsey showing. 
Geochemical field testing of the brown sandy soils along the line showed no 
positive reactions. Two rock samples of limey arenite (No. 36,37) gave 405 and 
184 ppm Pb and are considered anomalous.

\
3. Highway 62.1.1 Occurrence. Tudor TWP.

Two outcrops near the highway and 1.1 km north of the Hwy 62/Hastings Road 
intersection were sampled. Clastic sediments with carbonate veinlets 1-3 cm. wide 
are exposed. Assays of samples (No. 38 and 39) gave 104 and 61 ppm Pb. and 
are considered to be somewhat anomalous.

4. Lot 20. Tudor TWP.

This is location No. 20 on Map 2168. It took two visits to this location to find the pit 
shown on Lumbers' map. Stratigraphically this occurrence appears to be higher in 
the sequence than the William Ramsey occurrence. The pit is on top of a hill in an 
overgrown field and is fenced. It is about 1.5 metres across and 2 metres deep 
and exposes dark grey crystalline limestone with no visible veining or 
mineralization. In 1961, Lumbers found vein material on a nearby dump 
containing coarse crystals of barite and galena. This was not seen by the author. 
A sample line (T20) was established running southeasterly and soil samples 
taken over a 150 metre distance. The best value obtained on assaying was 19 
ppm Pb. A rock sample at 25S gave 32 ppm. Geochem field testing gave no 
positive reactions. The values are not considered to be anomalous.

5. Lot 33. Cone. 3. Tudor TWP.

This location is No. 4 on Map 2168. Lumbers found an old pit on a calcite vein 
showing rare galena and barite crystals at this location. It is close to a northwest 
trending lineament which passes close to the old (Catherine lead mine in Lake 
Twp. Again no pit was located despite two different attempts. Geochemical field
testing at 10 soil samples gave no positive indications. Six laboratory analyses 
along a 125 metre sample line run parallel to the road ranged from 1 to 12 ppm 
Pb and are not considered to be anomalous.



6. Lot 11. Cone. 2. Tudor Twp.

This is location No. 3 on Map 2168 and is near the southwest corner of Wolf Lake. 
Lumbers reports a shaft, pits and a 30 ft. trench. A vein less than a foot wide with 
sparse but coarse euhedral galena crystals was reported. The host rock is 
reportedly metasediments and consists of fine grained marble with 
metagreywacke bands. The showing was known as the Blackburn Lead Vein. A 
grab assay by Lumbers showed A.04% Pb, Q.50% Zn and 0.40 oz. Ag per ton.

The location is easily found because a large iron bucket of the kind used to 
service old shafts is visible from the access road. The working? were found to be 
as described by Lumbers. No vein could be seen in the badly overgrown pits nor 
in the walls of the shaft. Field geochemical testing of 12 samples of soils and rock 
showed positive Pb indications on one of the rock samples but none on the soils.

7. Lot 1. Cone. 2. Limerick TWP.

This location is No. 1 on Map 2167 (Limerick Twp.) and is about 3.5 km. east of 
the village of St Ola. In 1948 and 1949 Bouzan Mines explored galena 
mineralization in a calcite and quartz fissure vein and drilled 19 diamond drill 
holes totalling 3247 ft. An old shaft, of unknown origin, 330 ft north of Little 
Wadsworth Lake also exists at this location. The vein dips vertically, strikes 
N60W, shows widths up to 8 ft. and can be traced for 4400 ft. making this one of 
the most prominent lead occurrences in the area. The galena occupies the central 
drusy part of the vein and occurs in massive pockets and streaks. Its grade is low, 
the best drill intersection being Q.267% over 3.3 ft. Lumbers obtained an assay of 
5.7 oz/ton of silver and a trace of zinc from one galena rich sample.

The occurrence was visited twice in 1992. tt lies in a separate sedimentary basin 
from the Tudor basin but the geological relationships appear to be similar and 
there is physical continuity between the two. The showings lie low in the 
sedimentary sequence just above the clastic units that appear to form the base. 
The Wadsworth Trondhjemite outcrops nearby and it may be possible that this 
showing is larger than others in the area because of the proximity of this intrusive 
and its remobilizing effect on the nearby country rock. Again, the strike of the vein 
is at right angles to local schistosity.

The vein is a coarse grained pale calcite vein with blebs and streaks of galena 
visible. The host rock is a dark sericitic clastic, tt has been traced by trenching 
and drilling but is often not exposed in low ground. Samples from the pit and shaft 
dumps showed visible galena. Soils profiles were run across the strike of the vein 
southeast of the shaft and up near the St. Ola road. Southeast of the shaft, 
sampling centered on an old pit (sample No.s 15-19) assayed up to 392 ppm Pb 
25 metres east of the pit with progressively lower values flanking, (see sketch).



Near the St. Ola road a similar sample line of soils gave 1500 ppm Pb from a 
sample adjoining the vein and fell off to as low as 8 ppm 50 metres to the east. 
Field geochemical results of 26 samples showed three which gave positive colour 
changes and three more classified as possible. Thus, although the vein is 
detectable through soil sampling and laboratory assaying, the background values 
do not show a strong Pb auriol.

8. The Hollandia Mine. Madoc Two.

This is location No. 19 on the Madoc Twp. sheet. It is located in Lot B, West half, 
Cone. 7 on the north boundary of Madoc Twp. It is a southeastern extension of the 
Stewart lead occurrence which is located at the southern boundary of Tudor Twp. 
and appears on Map 2168 as No. 26. The Hollandia was mined for lead circa 
1900. Mineralization is best exposed on the southeast face of an old surface stope 
and consists of a coarse grained, pale calcite vein up to 0.5 metre wide containing 
bands of coarse galena in bands from 1 to 4 cm. wide. The vein strikes at 152 
degrees Az. and crosscuts the northeast striking clastic sediments at nearly right 
angles. A two compartment shaft is present.

A soil sample line was run southwesterly across the vein and centered on the 
vein. Laboratory assays (No. 8 to 14) gave highly anomalous results (up to 2720 
ppm Pb) near the vein and remained somewhat anomalous as far as 75 metres 
from it. Geochemical field testing of similar material along the same line gave 
positive tests on two of the higher grade assay samples but inconclusive readings 
on the others.

L.G. Hobbs, P.Eng. 
January 12,1993
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Swastika Laboratories
A Division of TSL/Assayers Inc.
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Geochemical Analysis Certificate 2W-1292-SG1

Company: L HOBBS Dale: DEC-30-92 
Project: Copy 1. 86 Fairway Drive Aurora. Ont L4G 2H4 
Ann:

We hereby certify the following Geochemical Analysis of 41 SOIL samples 
submitted DEC-30-92 by .

Sample 
Umber
1 
2 
3 
4 
5
6
7 
8 
9 
10
11 
12 
13 
14 
IS
16 
17 
18 
19 
20
21 
22 
23 
24 
25
26 
27 
28 
29 
30

Pb 
PRvi

7 
7 

11 
9 
9
19 
12 
58 
168 
23

463 
2720 

75 
141 
25
42 

392 
40 
4 

27
8 

1500 
13 
8 
10
22 
46 
20 
5 
7

Certified 6y

P.O. Box 10, Swastika, Ontario POK1TO 
Telephone (705)642-3244 FAX (705)642-3300
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Sample Pb
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32 12
33 8
34 8
35 l .-.----...------------..--...-....----.-..--.......-........---....-----...----...-..

37 184
38 104
39 61
40 12 ....................................................................................

Certified by
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2. SPOT TESTS

Spot tests provide useful, qualitative information about components of a sample. The 

tests can be performed in the field provided that a minimum number of reagents and some 

equipment is available. The costs of the tests are low, and the results are qualitative, or some 

times semiquantitative. Semiquantitative data can be obtained if comparisons can be made with 

samples of known composition. Although a number of steps are required in each of the proce 

dures, the work does not require the services of a skilled chemist. Some equipment for reducing 

solid samples to a fine powder, for example a mortar and pesde, is needed. The powder should 

be fine enough to pass through an 80 mesh sieve. Deionized water must be used to prepare the 

reagents as well as to dilute die samples. The reagents needed for each test are listed in the 

methods. Many of die reagents can be prepared in a laboratory and later taken to the field loca 

tions.

2.1 ANTIMONY(l) 

Comment on the Test

The sample is decomposed by fusion with potassium persulfate. The aqueous 

solution is made basic and then treated with mercury cyanide. If antimony is present as 

Sb3*. black metallic mercury is formed from the oxidation of antimony by alkaline mer 

cury cyanide. (Fusion of the sample with persulfate results in the formation of Sb *). 

Arsenic and tin do not interfere. The presence of colored hydroxides of iron, copper, 

nickel and cobalt do not interfere seriously with the recognition of black mercury. Large 

amounts of manganese interfere. The lower limit of detection is about 10 ug of anti 

mony.



Procedure

Transfer a small quantity of the ground sample to a test tube, and mix it with

four times its volume of the fusion mixture. Then dip a red-hot platinum wire into the .-:" * "^ 

mixture twice to fonn beads. (As an alternative, fuse the sample mixture in a small•
platinum cnicible). Place a bead on a spot plate, and dissolve it in two drops of dfl 

sulfiiric acid. Add a drop of diphenylcaibazide solution. The presence of chromium is in 

dicated by the appearance of a red-violet color.

If a significant proportion of molybdenum is present in the sample, the molyb 

date ion interferes. Fusion of the sample with potassium fluoride (in a platinum 

crucible) overcomes the interference.

2.5 LEAD(5) 

Comment on the Test

The reaction of sodium rhodizonate with lead to form a red-violet colored 

product is the basis of a very sensitive test for lead. The lead-containing ores and 

minerals need not be soluble in water. The color is visible on the surface of the sample. 

Barium and strontium form colored products with the reagent, which interfere with the 

detection of lead. If these elements are present, the sample should be heated to fuming 

with sulfiiric acid in order to form the non-reactive sulfates. Lead sulfate reacts with the 

reagent. Sulfidic ores should be heated in air to oxidize sulfides before the cooled 

product is tested. About 0.1 ug of lead can be detected.

Reagents

Buffer solution (pH 2.8). Dissolve 1.9 g of sodium hydrogen tanrate and 1.5 g of tar- 

taric acid in 100 ml of water.



Sodium ifaodizonate, fl.2% aqueous solution, This solution must be freshly prepared. 

Sulfuric acid, concentrated.

Procedure

Transfer a small quantity of finely-ground sample to a spot plate. Add a drop of 

buffer solution and then a drop of sodium ifaodizonate. If lead is present, a red-violet 

color appears on the surface of the sample.

To overcome the interference of any barium and strontium, transfer a small 

amount of sample to a test tube. Moisten die sample with a drop of sulfuric acid. Heat 

die test tube to fumes of sulfuric acid. Cool die sample. Add a drop of sodium 

rhodizonate. A red-violet color indicates die presence of lead.

2.6 MANGANESE^)

Comment on the Test

Manganese oxide and manganese silicates are sintered with potassium persul- 

fate in order to transform diem to water-soluble manganese sulfate. Purple perman 

ganate is formed when manganese sulfate is heated with potassium persulfate in die 

presence of a silver catalyst The limit of detection is about 0.1 jig of manganese. 

Chlorides interfere by precipitating silver as silver chloride. Large proportions of 

chromium in die samples interfere by forming orange-colored chromates.

Reagents

Potassium persulfate, powder.

Silver sulfate, powder.
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